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The Real Lesson   

Long before the COVID-19 outbreak, the Wall Street bull market machine was a relentless 
cheerleader proclaiming everything was wonderful, even as the warning signs kept 
mounting.  

Let’s review some of the warning signs. The freight recession had deepened with shipments 
plunging at the fastest rate since 2009 – and that’s before the coronavirus. No problem. 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

The U.S. auto industry had seen declining sales volume, as measured in number of vehicles 
delivered, since 2016. No problem. 

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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“Stock market bubbles don’t grow out of thin air. They have a solid basis in reality, but 
reality as distorted by a misconception.” – George Soros 
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New vehicles sales had fallen for the third year in a row, to below year 2000 levels. In California – the largest auto 
market in the country – new-vehicle registrations dropped 5.5% in 2019, bringing the drop since 2016 to 9.5%. Still no 
problem. 

Subprime delinquency rates have exploded in auto and credit card loans, starting two years ago, and now subprime 
credit card delinquency rates are at an all-time high. Subprime auto-loan delinquency rates have spiked to the highest 
level.  A shocking 23% of all subprime loans were 90+ days delinquent. Again, no problem. 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Manufacturing output has been declining for most of last year. But no problem. 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Sector after sector has run into problems over the past few years but the market decided that they didn’t matter, that 
nothing mattered. Stocks rose day after day. 

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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The Treasury market had been telegraphing lower and lower growth and inflation. The yield curve was pricing in a 
slowdown. As shown above, whenever the three-month/10-year Treasury yield spread turns negative, a recession has 
followed – on average 10 months later. Arguably, it’s the single best predictor of economic growth. It was ignored. “It’s 
different this time” was the mantra.    

Meanwhile, U.S. corporate earnings had declined for four straight quarters. In other words, for the past 12 months we 
have experienced an earnings recession. In fact, as shown below, after-tax profits have remained essentially unchanged 
for seven years! Participants ignored the non-existent earnings growth. Bubbles? Nah, buying Tesla (TSLA) at $925/share 
or paying peak prices for 0% earnings growth wasn’t bubbly? That was perfectly rational Wall Street behavior that 
America’s government should bailout via multiple rate cuts! 

Everything was ignored and stock markets were relentlessly chased higher into some of the highest market valuations 
ever.   

 
Source: Bloomberg 

As I have noted more than a few times in this space, equities have been egregiously over-valued relative to virtually 
every metric such as sales, profits and the size of the economy for quite some time. I have maintained that the Fed’s 
liquidity injections have distorted everything and caused a massive FOMO (fear of missing out) melt-up. Did anyone care 
or pay heed? No, not really.  Anyone highlighting these issues was cast as a ‘downer” or ‘perma-bear’ rather than a voice 
of reason or caution.  

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Market Cap to GDP is a long-term valuation indicator for stocks. Back in 2001, Warren Buffet stated that “it is probably 
the best single measure of where valuations stand at any given moment.” Today it is 158% of GDP. I ask you… how can 
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the stock market be worth 50% more than the economy? Know this: excesses in one direction are typically followed by 
excesses in the other direction. One extreme followed by another is a natural occurrence. 

Regardless, as seemingly “bullet proof” stocks rose, investor sentiment skyrocketed on the belief that the Fed would 
backstop the market. Over 10 years of non-stop central bank intervention, investors had become trained to ignore all 
bad news as central bankers managed to distort the “price discovery” and made “buy the dip” the new age religion.    

Elsewhere, global growth had been on a steady downtrend across North America, Europe, Japan and China. World 
growth was the weakest in a decade in 2019 and the latest move by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) was to trim 
this year’s outlook. Yet, the market did not blink.  

Then came the coronavirus outbreak. Ironically, Covid-19 had in fact initially pushed “market sentiment” to new heights 
on the belief that this crisis would be another occasion for a massive flood of fresh liquidity… conveniently forgetting we 
are already in full stimulus mode worldwide and that flood of liquidity was failing to help sell more cars and 
smartphones.   

But then a funny thing happened. Suddenly it mattered, everything mattered, as complacency turned to confusion and 
greed turned to fear. The S&P 500 Index entered the fastest correction in history — a fall of more than 10% — taking 
just six days to lose 14%. Six days of complete carnage for investors who weren’t proactively prepared. The epic equity 
market plunge was a global affair – erasing more than $6 trillion in global stock market value since peaking in January. 
This wasn’t supposed to happen. Stocks were guaranteed to only rise. That was the deal. How come all this crap 
suddenly mattered?   

 
Source: Bloomberg 

It’s as if it had suddenly dawned on the hyper-inflated stock market that it is in fact hyper-inflated, and that there are big 
issues out there that we’ve known about for many weeks, and some of them for months or even years, that had been 
successfully brushed off as irrelevant and had been successfully banished as nonexistent. 

Ironically, all of this comes on the heels of flashy magazine covers eerily similar to the ones of 20 years ago: 

“Time to celebrate. This month, the current economic expansion became the longest in U.S. history. The boom has done 
more than create millions of new jobholders and stock owners. It has also restored the public’s confidence.”  

– Business Week, February 14, 2000 
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And retail investors, thanks to a Fed giving people the illusion that risk assets are risk-free, jumped in with both feet 
chasing stocks higher.  

The following is not a headline from the year 2000. 

This is a headline from 2020: 

Keep in mind, stocks surged 30% last year, fired up by three rate cuts and $400 billion in round four of quantitative 
easing (QE-4). And suddenly, over the course of seven days, stocks gave up part of the mind-bending gains last year. So, 
in terms of the S&P 500, we’re back to about September 2018. It’s not the end of the world. It’s not the end of anything. 

As for the blame game, most will blame the coronavirus as the unforeseen event. Nobody could have seen this coming, 
this was not something anyone could have prepared for. COVID-19 is a black swan event, of that there is no doubt. 
However, it completely misses the larger point: the Fed in their interventionist quest to extend the business cycle had 
totally distorted asset prices and brainwashed investors. In turn, they led investors to abandon all sense of risk when 
risks were mounting and as valuations became more stretched – fueled by the most monetary and reckless fiscal policy 
in U.S. history.   

 
Source: Cagle  

Central banks will say they are not responsible for asset price inflation. But everybody knows better. The denials are not 
only hollow, they are straight out lies. The Fed is beholden to markets and the “wealth effect.” The economy is not the 
stock market, but the stock market is the economy. Or rather, the stock market is the biggest threat to the economy. 
The Fed knows it.   
 
By printing money, cutting rates and adding to the balance sheet, the Fed had created a stock-buying frenzy. In denial of 
its actions and the historic valuations that were created in the process, the Fed caused a massive melt-up in stocks and 
markets and now investors have paid the price as the Fed lost control. Thus, while many will blame the virus, it was the 
Fed-sponsored, reckless chase into stocks that was the real problem. If you really want to know how we got here… It’s 
not the virus, it’s the Fed stupid! That is the real lesson. 
 
So, this has been a Fed-created bubble in search of a pin. Like the prior two Fed bubbles in 2000 and 2008, all bubbles 
pop. The only questions are/were: when will it pop and what the pin is? The coronavirus could be the pin. But if it isn’t 

“When you take a bull market and juice it with zero commission trading, we can expect it to generate interest 
among retail accounts. That, it did… Retail traders have become manic.” – Jason Goepfert, President of Sundial 
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the coronavirus it will be something else. Also remember this: the greater the excesses, speculative euphoria and moral 
hazard, the greater the reversal. Nobody believes this can ever be a repeat of 2008-09. But it can. In fact, the system is 
leveraged even more now. And valuations more extreme.  
 

Making matters worse we now have the highest debt ever, with precious little ammunition to deal with a real downturn.   
Interest rates are so near zero. Sure, they can cut a few more times, but it took over 500 basis points in cuts to stop the 
bleeding in 2000 and 2007.    

 
Source: Bloomberg 

BLACK SWAN 

While I am clearly not a contagious disease expert, the thing about coronavirus is that it is so difficult to detect. This 
virus’s unique challenge is its ability to spread via “asymptomatic” carriers. With SARS and Ebola, it’s very obvious that 
someone is sick and contagious. They are relatively easy to avoid. However, with COVID-19, someone can be carrying 
the symptoms for weeks and spreading it around without knowing it. There now are countless numbers of people 
walking around classrooms, movie theaters and shopping malls who have the virus and don’t even know it ─ and in the 
process, spreading it around. This is why cases will likely continue to soar. 

The virus, in just a month, has spread across six continents and 65 nations, and caused 3,000 deaths. So, any reasonable 
person knows this is not a “hoax” and already out of control.  The World Health Organizations (WHO) has shown the 
alarming fact that many of the new cases have had no direct contact with China. 

And comparisons to the flu (or the common cold) are way off base. That is a virus we understand and know how to treat. 
And the symptoms are far more recognizable. This is not at all the same thing. This virus is far deadlier than the standard 
flu. It appears about 20% of symptomatic people are sick enough to need hospital care, even though most ultimately 
recover. That’s enough to potentially strain our healthcare resources.   

In summary, what’s so scary to everyone is the fact that we don’t know anything about the virus. We don’t know exactly 
how it transmits. We don’t know if we’ll have a vaccine within 12-18 months. Nobody knows and with over 7.5 billion 
people on the planet, there’s really no script for this. The disruption to economic activity will be ongoing.    

“The coronavirus is the common cold, folks.” – Rush Limbaugh 

“Global health experts have been saying for years that another pandemic rivaling the speed and severity of the 1918 
influenza epidemic wasn’t a matter of if but when… In the past week, COVID-19 has started to behave a lot like the 

once-in-a-century pathogen we’ve been worried about.” – Bill Gates 
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MARKET OUTLOOK AND PORTFOLIO STRATEGY 

The bottom line here is that the virus has gone global, it is disrupting global supply chains and curtailing consumer 
demand everywhere. Also keep in mind that the coronavirus shock follows a year which saw a negative global trade 
shock, which was not remotely close to being resolved by the “Phase One” deal.    

And as shown below, China’s manufacturing and service Purchasing Managers’ Indices (PMIs) plunged to their worst 
readings in history showing to what extent the measures to impede the spread of the coronavirus have shut down the 
economy.  The PMI data suggest that China could be on track for just 1.2% GDP growth, which is a huge recession for the 
planet’s second largest economy ─that would imply an unprecedented 12% annualized quarterly contraction! 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

China’s economy is both much bigger now and more integral to world trade. Chinese GDP is up 4X since then, and its 
share of worldwide trade flows has grown 10X. Businesses all over the world depend on Chinese-made components and 
raw materials, many of which can’t be sourced elsewhere, at least not at the same prices.  

What do we do from here?  

Either this virus gets contained in short order and its impact will be indeed temporary – or it won’t. That’s not in any of 
our control. And, if it gets controlled then yes, central banks can kick the can again and be left with even less 
ammunition for when the next crisis hits, which is not exactly an encouraging message in the longer term. 

But if this is not controlled, then we’re staring at a global recession. And given the global structural backdrop in debt, 
valuations, demographics and tired central bank policies: it’s worse, much worse. 

“This is possibly the worst thing I have seen in my career... it’s hard to imagine a scenario in which you can contain the 
virus threat… Europe and China are probably already in recession and U.S. GDP will take a 1.5-2.0% hit… The stock 
market could be down 15-20%... and would likely force the Fed’s hand.” – Scott Minerd, Guggenheim Investments 

“We’re going to get infections here and there for quite a while… The economic cost may be large.” – Olivia Blanchard, 
former chief economist of the International Monetary Fund  
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As we move forward, watch what the consumer does. Consumer spending accounts for roughly 70% of the economy. 
When and how will the reaction by consumers to the coronavirus – dollars spent and not spent – become visible in the 
overall economic data? That’s the question going forward.   

As an aside, bond markets are acting as if this is a massively deflationary event. 
 
The impressive rally in bonds and the “flight-to-safety” declines has taken the 10-year Treasury yield (1.04%). Likewise, 
the long bond (30-year Treasury) is now at a record low of 1.62%.  
 
 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

And on the front-end of the curve, two-year Treasury yields have seen their largest drop since the financial crisis. In the 
past week alone, yields have been cut in half from 1.44% to 0.71%. If we get the recession, there will be lower lows to 
go.   

 
Source: Bloomberg 

What the bond market sees is the rising risks of a global recession as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) just trimmed its full-year real GDP growth forecast to 2.4% from 2.9%, which would be the 
weakest pace since 2009. This is the “best case” scenario and wipes $400 billion off the global economic projection. The 
agency said that there is a risk that growth slows to as low as 1.5% if the epidemic fails to peak this quarter. 
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Underpinning the Treasury market are the growing expectations that the Fed is going to cut rates ─ now a high-odds 
probability. In fact, the market is pricing in almost 3.5 rate cuts by the end of 2020. While monetary policy will likely 
embolden the bulls short-term, it does little to offset an economic shock. Their tools aren’t designed for this kind of 
problem.  

Note, any rate cuts would be on top of the existing Treasury bill purchase program and liquidity injections. If it happens, 
the Fed will be in full-on stimulus mode, akin to 2008–2009. But it probably won’t have the same kind of effect. Rate 
cuts are not vaccines.  

 
Source: Bloomberg 

The thing is, interest rate cuts and QE (or whatever other shenanigans the Fed concocts) aren’t going to solve the 
problem posed by the coronavirus. If you don’t want to get on a plane in order to avoid catching the virus, you’re not 
going to change your mind because Treasury bill yields dropped 50 basis points. A rate cut won’t bring Chinese factories 
back online any quicker.   

Will a rate cut or two “ease financial conditions,” aka goose asset prices? Maybe but maybe not. Monetary policy tools 
just aren’t designed for this situation. Fiscal stimulus might help but would also increase the already massive deficit.  

We may soon find out, after a decade in monetary policy training wheels, if we still know how to ride a bike.  

That’s the big risk here. If the delicate faith in central banks that’s kept markets rising should break, then what? It’s a 
long way down. 

 
Source: Bloomberg  
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As we move forward, there is a huge array of potential outcomes. Risk management will be paramount. 
 
In terms of portfolio strategy, last week’s massive drop in yields is yet another example of why we have been so 
vociferous about maintaining a fully invested, duration-appropriate, high-quality ladder.   

PREMIER PORTFOLIO 

Alloya Investment Services’ online trading platform, Premier Portfolio, has been making a positive impact at credit 
unions across the corporate’s membership since its launch in 2018. 

Visit www.alloyacorp.org/premierportfolio to learn more about Premier Portfolio and how it can benefit your credit 
union! 

MORE INFORMATION 

For more information about credit union investment strategy, portfolio allocation and security selection, please contact 
the author at tom.slefinger@alloyacorp.org or (800) 782-2431, ext. 2753. 

Tom Slefinger, Senior Vice President, Director of Institutional Fixed Income Sales, and Registered Representative of ISI 
has more than 30 years of fixed income portfolio management experience. He has developed and successfully managed 
various high profile domestic and global fixed income mutual funds. Tom has extensive expertise in trading and 
managing virtually all types of domestic and foreign fixed income securities, foreign exchange and derivatives in 
institutional environments.  

At Alloya Investment Services, Tom is responsible for developing and managing operations associated with institutional 
fixed income sales. In addition to providing strategic direction, Tom is heavily involved in analyzing portfolios, developing 
investment portfolio strategies and identifying appropriate sectors and securities with the goal of optimizing investment 

“Premier Portfolio is user-friendly and modern. It allows us to browse current offerings and make immediate 
purchases at any point throughout the day. The tracking mechanism in Premier Portfolio is very hand. Since the 
system knows what dollar amount is currently owned in a financial institution, there is no room for error. We 
love the ability to check term and rate on a single summary. Premier Portfolio takes the guessing out of the 
equation. It is a highly useful tool and would recommend to anyone using Balance Sheet Solutions (now Alloya 
Investment Services).”  
– Darin Higgins, President of Western Illinois Credit Union 

 “While it’s always great to connect with our Balance Sheet Solutions, (now Alloya Investment Services), Account 
Executive one-on-one, Premier Portfolio is an amazing and easy tool to use in purchasing investments. We have 
access to statements, online trading and the ability to look at all of the offering in one place. I highly recommend 
trying this out!”  
– Shawn Nikkel, Finance Director of Denver Fire Department FCU 

 “Premier Portfolio’s online services allows me to access statements and overall market analyses, review a list of 
available security offerings, as well as purchase SimpliCD’s and Alloya’s certificates. Premier Portfolio is 
convenient, easy, secure, and has become my go-to place for investing!”  
– Rhonda Schroeder, CEO of Blackhawk Area Credit Union 
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portfolio performance at the credit union level.   

The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Alloya Corporate Federal Credit Union, Alloya Investment 
Services (a division of Alloya Solutions, LLC), its affiliates, or its employees. The information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the 
author to be reliable. However, the author does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the information's accuracy or completeness, nor 
does the author recommend that the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision and it has been provided to you solely for informational 
purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial instruments, 
and may not be construed as such.  
 
Information is prepared by ISI Registered Representatives for general circulation and is distributed for general information only. This information does not consider the 
specific investment objectives, financial situations or needs of any specific individual or organization that may receive this report. Neither the information nor any 
opinion expressed constitutes an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities. All opinions, prices, and yields contained herein are subject to 
change without notice. Investors should understand that statements regarding prospects might not be realized. Please contact Alloya Investment Services* to discuss 
your specific situation and objectives.  
 
*Alloya Investment Services is division of Alloya Solutions, LLC. 
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